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 CREST Waltham Forest  
 

Procurement Policy and Guidance 
______________________________________________________________________ 

 
 
Policy 

 
1.  CREST Waltham Forest is a local voluntary sector organisation.  It has a small number of 
employees and a larger number of volunteers.  Regardless of its size, it spends publicly-
sourced funds, funds donated from other charities and trusts, and its own surplus; and it wishes 
to do so professionally. 
 
2.  CREST’s policy is to: 
 

a) obtain goods and services that meet its requirements, and are of satisfactory quality as 
defined by The Sale of Goods Act 1994;  

b) get value for money so that its limited funds can be used as broadly as possible; 
c) consider more than one source wherever practicable; 
d) allow providers to compete equally for CREST’s business, using arrangements that are 

incrementally formal according to the amount of expenditure involved; and 
e) use local (Waltham Forest) providers, if all other criteria are met and this is possible. 

 
3.  To implement this, guidance is set out below.  In the guidance, “spend” means an individual 
good or service obtained by an agreement normally lasting up-to one year.  E.g. a one-off 
purchase of a computer printer, a small withdrawal for the petty cash box, provision of collection 
sacks for the charity shop over twelve months, a cleaning contract, or roof repairs.  Proposed 
contracts lasting more than one year must be agreed in advance by the CREST Management 
Committee (CMC) regardless of size (cost).  An “unpaid colleague” means a volunteer or CMC 
member. 
 
4.  In addition, “spend” can mean a commitment to co-fund something along with funding from 
another source if that funding is secured and the project goes ahead. 
 
5.  This policy and guidance covers procurement.  It sits alongside delegations for making 
payments and levels of authorisation by staff/CMC members.  It doesn’t replace them. 
 
Spend up-to £250 
 
6.  The CREST Manager (CM), or a paid or unpaid colleague given prior authorisation by him, 
can decide which provider to use in a given situation.  What is required should be clearly 
established first, and two or more providers’ prices should be considered if time and 
circumstances permit this.  If it becomes apparent that the cost will be more than £250, 
guidance for spend £250-£500 should be applied. 
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Spend £250-to £500 
 
7.  The CM can decide which provider to use in a given situation.  (If the CM is on leave formal 
delegation can be handed beforehand to a paid or unpaid colleague to act as CM for purposes 
of procurement generally.)   What is required should be clearly established and at least two 
providers’ prices should be considered, along with previous track-record and any 
recommendations.  If it becomes apparent that the cost will be more than £500, guidance for 
spend of £500-£5000 should be applied (see below). 
 
Spend £500-£5000 
 
8.  With colleagues support if required, the CM can decide which provider to use in a given 
situation.  (If the CM is on leave formal delegation can be handed beforehand to a paid or 
unpaid colleague to act as CM for purposes of procurement  for a particular good or service.)    
 
9.  What is required should be clearly established and at least three providers’ prices should be 
considered, along with previous track-record and any recommendations.  Any relevant legal 
standards should be considered.  Brief records should be kept with reasoning and the CMC 
updated if it has not already considered the spend, with assurance that funds are available.  If it 
becomes apparent that the cost will be more than £5000, guidance for spend £5000-£12000 
should be applied (see below). 
 
Spend £5000-£12000: selective tendering 
 
10.  Using a prospective provider, and/or expertise from elsewhere, and/or personal experience, 
a specification for the good or service should be drawn up by or authorised by the CM.  (If the 
CM is on leave formal delegation can be handed beforehand to a paid or unpaid colleague to 
act as CM for purposes of procurement for a particular good or service.) 
 
11.  Research should be used and a CMC member consulted regarding the likely cost.  If it is 
felt that it may be more than £12000, guidance for spend of £12000 and above should be 
applied.     
 
12.  The estimated cost should be provided to the CMC and agreement sought to proceed.   
Then the specification should be sent to at least three (ideally, recommended) prospective 
providers, with a clear deadline for tenders. Providers should be instructed to return tenders 
clearly marked TENDER and these should remain sealed until the action at 12 below.  CREST 
can discuss the good/service with prospective providers before specifications are sent, but not 
afterwards. 
 
13.  After the deadline a panel of three - the CM as chair, a nominated paid or unpaid colleague, 
and a CMC member - should consider the tenders together, after being given copies by the CM 
and having had at least three days to look at them.  A scoring framework should be agreed 
beforehand, which will normally be based on scores out ten for: 
- price; 
- track record (evidence for which should be requested);  
- ability to deliver on time; 
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- assurances on any good-practice and/or legal standards; and 
- any added value. 
 
Weighting can be added to a particular criterion if the panel chooses.  (E.g. price scores could 
be multiplied by 1.1 if price is paramount.) 
 
14.  Each panel member should score each tender and share the results with the others.  After 
discussion and any changes, total scores should be reckoned and the work/contract awarded to 
the provider with the highest score.   
 
15.  Post-tender, if one or more providers are within 30% of the maximum score (i.e. they score 
71% or more), further tenders on price and/or other criteria can be requested if the panel 
chooses.  (Those scoring 70% or less should be informed that they have failed.)  All providers 
asked to re-tender should be instructed to provide the same type of information.  In rare cases 
providers may be asked also to present to the panel;  if so, those still in contention should be 
asked the same questions.  After any post-tender action the panel should reconvene, re-score 
the providers using the original framework, aggregate the scores, and award the work/contract 
to the provider with the highest score.  If scores are within 5% of each other the panel chair 
should decide which provider will be used, favouring a local one if other considerations are 
equal. 
 
16.  If the panel decides at any stage that none of the providers are suitable the process should 
be terminated.  A new tendering exercise should be considered using different providers or full 
open tendering (see Spend over £12000: Open Tendering  below). 
 
17.  At all stages information and prices should be treated as “commercial-in-confidence”, and 
reasonable records of processing and decision making maintained. 
 
Spend over £12000: open tendering 
 
18.  Using a prospective provider, and/or expertise from elsewhere, and/or personal experience, 
a specification for the good or service should be drawn up by or authorised by the CM.  The CM 
should estimate the likely cost, and seek agreement from the CMC to proceed.   
 
19.  The specification should then be summarised in an advert and posted in a suitable 
publication, and sent in full to interested providers with a clear deadline for tenders. Providers 
should be instructed to return tenders clearly marked TENDER and these should remain sealed 
until the action at 19 below.  CREST can discuss the good/service with prospective providers 
before specifications are sent, but not afterwards. 
 
20.  After the deadline a panel of three - the CM as chair, a nominated paid or unpaid colleague, 
and a CMC member - should consider the tenders together, after being given copies by the CM 
and having had at least three days to look at them.  A scoring framework should be agreed 
beforehand, which will normally be based on scores out ten for: 
- price; 
- track record (evidence for which should be requested);  
- ability to deliver on time; 
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- assurances on any good-practice and/or legal standards; and 
- any added value. 
 
Weighting can be added to a particular criterion if the panel chooses. (E.g. price scores could 
be multiplied by 1.1 if price is paramount.) 
 
21.  Each panel member should score each tender and share the results with the others.  After 
discussion and any changes, total scores should be reckoned and the work/contract awarded to 
the provider with the highest score.   
 
22.  Post-tender, if one or more providers are within 30% of the maximum score (i.e. they  score 
71% or more), further tenders on price and/or other criteria can be requested if the panel 
chooses.  (Those scoring 70% or less should be informed that they have failed.)  All providers 
asked to re-tender should be instructed to provide the same type of information.  Providers may 
be asked also to present to the panel; if so, those still in contention should be asked the same 
questions.  After any post-tender action the panel should reconvene, re-score the providers 
using the original framework, aggregate the scores, and award the work/contract to the provider 
with the highest score.  If scores are within 5% of each other the panel chair should decide 
which provider will be used, favouring a local one if other considerations are equal. 
 
23.  If the panel decides at any stage that none of the providers are suitable the process should 
be terminated, and a new tendering exercise considered. 
 
24.  At all stages information and prices should be treated as “commercial-in-confidence”, and 
reasonable records of processing and decision making maintained. 
 
Donated goods and services 
 
25.  Donated goods and services are welcome.  The CM and colleagues should, however, 
establish that these will be fit-for-purpose and meet any legal standards.  
 
Review and updates 
 
26.  This policy and guidance should be kept under review, and formally reviewed by the CMC 
at the start of each financial year.   
 
27.  Any unforeseen circumstances arising between reviews should be discussed with the CMC 
chair and action agreed. 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
CREST Management Committee, March 2012 
 


